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Preliminary Study of the Importance of Small Eigenvalues through
Matrix Approximation without Rank Restriction

Eriko SEGAWA†a), Nonmember and Yusuke SAKUMOTO†b), Member

1. Introduction

The structure of networks is often represented by the ma-
trix (e.g., Laplacian matrix), and graph algorithms are de-
signed using its top eigenvalues with large absolute values.
The low-rank approximation proves the importance of the
top eigenvalues in the graph algorithms since these eigen-
values contain more information than the bottom ones.

On the other hand, we clarified that the performance
of a graph algorithm can be improved by using the combi-
nation of top eigenvalues and bottom eigenvalues [1]. This
suggests that there are cases in which the bottom eigenval-
ues are also useful, but it is not clear when they are useful.

Therefore, in this paper, in order to conduct a prelim-
inary study to understand when the bottom eigenvalues are
useful, we discuss a matrix approximation without the rank
restriction in the low-rank approximation.

2. Preliminary

Let MMM be a n×n matrix. MMM can be expressed as

MMM =
n

∑
k=1

µk,vvvk vvvTk . (1)

where µk is the k-th smallest eigenvalue of MMM, and vvvk is the
eigenvector corresponding to µk. Based on the low-rank ap-
proximation, we can obtain the rank-N approximated matrix
that is closest to MMM by substituting µ1 = µ2 = · · ·= µn−N = 0
into Eq. (1). Therefore, it is widely believed that the top
eigenvalues (i.e., µn−N+1,µn−N+2, . . . ,µN) contain more in-
formation than bottom ones.

3. Matrix Approximation without Rank Restriction

When the rank restriction in the low-rank approximation ex-
ists, we cannot discuss cases when the bottom eigenvalues
are useful. Therefore, we focus on a matrix approximation
relaxing the rank restriction. This matrix approximation is
a generalized low-rank approximation. To approximate a
matrix, we select N eigenvalues, and substitute the constant
value c for the unselected eigenvalues. Namely, MMM is ap-
proximated by
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Fig. 1: The results of numerical examples for the Laplacian matrix LLL

M̂MMϕN = ∑
k∈ϕN

µk vvvk vvvk
T+ ∑

k∈ϕ̃N

cvvvk vvvk
T=cIII − ∑

k∈ϕN

(c−µk)vvvk vvvk
T,

(2)

where III is the n × n identity matrix. ϕN and ϕ̃N are
the index set of selected N eigenvalue, and the comple-
ment of ϕN . Our matrix approximation is equivalent to
the low-rank approximation if c = 0 and ϕN = {n − N +
1,n − N + 2, · · · ,n} in Eq. (2). The approximation er-
ror (Frobenius norm) lF(ϕN) = ∥MMM − M̂MMϕN∥ is given by

lF(ϕN) =
√

∑k∈ϕ̃N
(c−µk)2. When ϕN is selected, the opti-

mal value of c to minimize lF(ϕN) is uniquely determined by
c = 1

n−N

(
Tr(MMM)−∑k∈ϕN µk

)
. Therefore, M̂MMϕN can be con-

structed using only the eigenvalues µk and eigenvectors vvvk
for ∀k ∈ ϕN , and lF(ϕN) is useful to discuss the information
amount contained in the selected eigenvalues in ϕN .

Figure 1 (a) shows the Frobenius norm lF(ϕN) of
the Laplacian matrix LLL for the popular random net-
works (stochastic block networks) when using different ϕN .
TOP, BOT and MIX are the results selecting (a) top N eigen-
values, (b) bottom N eigenvalues, (c) top N/2 and bottom
N/2 eigenvalues, respectively. According to the results, the
Frobenius norm lF(ϕN) for MIX is smallest. This means
that not only the top and but also bottom eigenvalues con-
tain a lot of information of LLL. According to Fig. 1 (b), these
eigenvalues in MIX are located at low densities of distri-
bution f (µ) for LLL. This implies the relationship between
eigenvalue density and the information amount in the se-
lected eigenvalues in ϕN .

For future work, we will utilize the bottom eigenvalues
to construct new algorithms.
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